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“Kaizen is a means to achieve a corporate strategy, it is not a strategy”

I. INTRODUCTION
As the world transformed into “The Global Village”, the competition in all the spheres is
getting stiffer. So because of competition the era is of Survival of the Fittest. The success of
any country at large and organization specifically depends on three things viz. productivity,
efficiency and profitability, which in turn depends on cost minimization and quality
improvement. So the existing players are enforced to find out ways that can guarantee their
survival, ensuring generation of profits along with minimization of costs. Any organization
basically runs business for earning profits (i.e. revenue > cost). So it is obligatory for the
firm to control the two elements viz. revenue and cost. But in the present scenario the
objective of profit maximization sound as a conservative forethought, as presently the
ultimate aim of every concern is to generate value for the client instead of making profits.
As per Cooper & Slagmulder (1997), value signifies the relationship between function and
cost. Function is nothing but fulfilling the clientage needs and its relationship with cost
stands for indicating the value addition in a specified function category. Generating value is
a teamwork effort and it can be implemented through Life Cycle Costing or what we often
call as Total Cost Management (TCM) or “Cradle to Grave Costing”. TCM encompasses
the entire life cycle of an organization covering its intact chain of activities whether those
activities are creating any value for the organization or not. So, the focus of every concern
is to eliminate or control those activities that are not generating value. This is due to the
fact that cost in terms of money is being incurred on such activities. To remain competitive
and to be successful, organizations thrive to cut the cost wherever possible without
disturbing their survival. For this purpose, cost management is being implemented to
control the costs and to boost the profitability. Basically it is implemented in three stages
viz.: R&D- focusing on target costing, manufacturing - focusing on kaizen costing and
After sale services and recycling.
Target Costing involves profit planning and cost management. Basically it starts with the
process of cost management at the initial stages of product development but covers the
entire value chain. On the other hand, Kaizen Costing is related to TCM and throws light
mainly on having cost savings during the production period. The efforts are made to reduce
unit cost by following the approach of the philosophy behind Kaizen that is “continuous
improvement”.
There are number of methods or techniques for controlling and reducing cost, which is that
are implemented in an organization. A novelty in the arena of Cost Management is Kaizen
Costing. It is based on the age-old famous Japanese Kaizen philosophy, meaning
continuous improvement. Previously the Kaizen was pertinent to the areas of quality only
but with the passage of time its area has been enlarged to embrace the financial field also.
Kaizen costing, though, aims at plummeting cost but also fulfills its fundamental
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philosophy of continuous improvement on the other hand. Kaizen is an improvement over
one of the method of TCM, that is, Target costing.

Fig. 1: Framework of Total Cost Management (TCM)
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(Adopted from source: Bayou, E, Three routes Target Costing 1998 pp. 30)

II. KAIZEN: A BRAINWAVE
A company can increase profits in two ways: one by increasing revenue and second, by
reducing cost. It is difficult for majority of the companies to improve its results by raising
revenues (that is higher sales, because of aggressive competition). So they tend to focus on
ways of reducing cost, as it is of major concern for them. In Japan, after World War II,
American occupation forces brought in American experts in statistical control methods who
were familiar with the War Department's Training within Industry (TWI) training programs
to restore a war-torn nation. This program mainly focused on standard work and process
improvement. The basis of the kaizen revolution in Japan that took place in the 1950s was
on the lines of Shewhart cycle given by W. Edwards Deming, and other statistics-based
methods taught by Joseph M. Juran. The apprehension of corporate world underwent major
change when “Masaaki Imai” gave for the first time the Kaizen concept.
Masaaki Imai, the first person credited with changing the corporate world entirely when
first of all he tossed the word 'Kaizen' at the corporate world through his book Kaizen: The
Key to Japan's Competitive Success in 1986. Translated in fourteen languages, Kaizen
became a craze the world over. Toyota, the dazzlingly victorious Japanese carmaker,
became one of his most committed cliques. However, Imai, the founder of a leading
international management and executive recruiting firm, and consultant to over two
hundred companies, realized that the concept had neither been grasped nor well applied in
practical life. Afterwards he introduced an evolved form of Kaizen in 1997 in his book
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Gemba Kaizen: A Commonsense, Low-Cost Approach to Management, to reassert the
importance of the shop floor in bringing about persistent improvement in an organization.
Basically, the term kaizen is a Japanese term; composing of two words namely; Kai means
change and Zen means learn-by-doing. Firstly the term was used for production department
and ultimately was being used for accounting as well. It is a team concept signaling
continuous and incremental improvement at all levels in an organization. Kaizen
methodology includes making changes and looking at the results, then making required
adjustments. The term kaizen basically means “Improvement in small steps”. Large-scale
preplanning and extensive project scheduling are replaced by smaller experiments in
improvement, which can be rapidly adapted as new improvements are suggested. The
Kaizen philosophy assumes that our way of life be it our working life, our social life, or our
home life deserves to be constantly improved. Kaizen is an umbrella covering just in time,
quality circles, zero defects and cost management.

III. KAIZEN COSTING
Every business enterprise, in some ways, is different from the other. As such, several
methods or systems of costing have been developed to suit the needs of individual business
conditions. But Japanese author Yahuhiro Monden developed a concept of costing which
can be applied to each and every type of business, irrespective of the business conditions,
known as Kaizen costing based on famous Kaizen philosophy. Kaizen costing can be
interpreted as augmentation assessment. It throws light on gaining small incremental cost
reductions in the production stage of the products life cycle. Prior to kaizen costing, the
concept, which was used in accounting, is target costing, in which a target cost is searched
first before the product reaches the ultimate consumer. The kaizen approach aims at
reducing the waste variations etc. in a dynamic way. In the conventional approach, actual
costs are compared with standard costs, while in kaizen approach actual costs are compared
with target cost reductions. The traditional costing approach and kaizen can be compared as
below:

Table 1: Comparison of Traditional and Kaizen Costing
Concept Traditional Costing Kaizen Costing

Cost focus Focus is on standard costs and is
based on static conditions.
Engineers develop standards for
direct material and direct labor
time. Accountants develop
standard cost based on these
standards.

In this, focus is on actual costs
assuming dynamic conditions.

Management focus Management focus is on
controlling cost. In this actual costs
are compared to standard costs to
meet standards.

Focus is on continuously reducing
costs based on cost reduction
targets. Compare actual cost to
kaizen targets.

Employees role in the process In target costing employees are
generally considered as the cause
of unfavorable variances.

In kaizen costing employees are
viewed as the source of continuous
improvement

(Source: http://www.maaw.info/ABKYBook/ABKYChapter9.htm)
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Benefits of Kaizen
The Kaizen philosophy is advantageous in the following ways:

 Reduced lead time
 Simplifying the production process
 Elimination waste
 Increase output
 Improve quality by decreasing defect rates
 Reduce inventories
 Reducing cost

Kaizen Cycle
Kaizen is not a one-time process rather it’s an on going activity. The Kaizen cycle starts
with formulation of a specific team composing of sponsor of the project, team leader and
facilitator. The team works for gathering the information in light of the issue to be resolved
and considering the present status of the organization. Once the information is gathered,
then the search begins for scanning various alternatives to address the issue. After scanning
and evaluation, the optimum alternative is selected and put forth for approval to top
management. If the proposal is approved then final draft is prepared and then actual
implementation takes place in which the results are measured on various performance
parameters viz: quality, cost, investment etc. In case the final draft is not accepted then the
process again has to be started from scanning of alternatives. No doubt, this cycle aims at
reducing the overall costs in steps but ultimately aims at continuous improvement. The
following figure explains clearly the working of Kaizen in order to reduce the cost but side-
by-side ensuring the continuous improvement of the organization by implementing it.
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Fig. 2: Kaizen Cycle
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Kaizen cycle can be successfully implemented in any organization but the important thing
is to identify the critical activities where the organization needs to apply Kaizen. To
identify the critical activities, the organization can apply the following Activity Cost
Structure (ACS):

1. Value Creators that are adding value to the organization
2. Supportive activities that are essential but are not adding any value
3. Redundant activities that need to be and can be eliminated

 Formulation of team and gathering
information

 Describing the current status

Searching and scanning the alternatives

Evaluation and Selection of Best alternative

Is the alternative
acceptable to
Top
Management?

Final draft of Cost benefit analysis

Implementation
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The following activity cost structure helps in identifying the value creators, supportive
activities and redundant activities. In the figure 3, Activity A is adding value to the
organization and hence, can be categorized as value creator. B represents activity, which is
not adding value to the organization but cannot be eliminated and so can be categorized as
supportive activity. C represents activity which is neither required nor adding any value to
the organization and hence, can be termed as redundant activity. D represent an activity
which is being performed in an organization, though not required, but at the same time it is
adding certain value to the organization as well and hence it can be categorized both in B
and C depending upon the exact nature of the activity.

Fig. 3: Activity Cost Structure
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For the above-mentioned Activity Cost Structure, certain strategies could be followed. For
activity A, the organization needs to increase the activities as it has been categorized as
value creator. But a little negligence can result in cost augmentation and hence, a Focused
strategy needs to be implemented. For activity B, the organization needs to take control
measures and steps should be taken to reduce cost, as it is supportive activity. For activity
C, the organization is required to take removal measures, that is, this activity being a
redundant one, should be eliminated and hence, Cost can be prevented all together for this
activity. At last, the activity D is more or less similar to B activity, and hence, the same
strategy needs to be followed.

Table 2: Strategies and Measures for ACS

Activity Measure Strategy
A Increase Focus
B Control Cost Reduction
C Remove Cost Prevention
D Control Cost Reduction

Kaizen Costing: A Move towards Cost Reduction
After identifying the critical activities and applying the ACS, an organization can easily
locate the exact areas where the cost can be reduced. The following figure helps in getting
the idea regarding the actual working of Kaizen costing.

B C

A D
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Fig. 4: Working of Kaizen Costing
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(Source: http://www.ifsworld.com/binaries/kaizen_costing_tcm31-3199)

In the above figure, the actual process of Kaizen costing, that is cost reduction, starts with
identifying the critical activities in terms of investment, quantity, time and savings. Then
for each activity, the cost benefit analysis will be undertaken. In case there is a gap (cost is
more than profit), but the gap is within the standard limits, in that case change can be
incorporated in the method of operation. On the other hand, in case of large gaps, the cost
estimation will be made to close or convert the large gap into small gap.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF KAIZEN COSTING: A PRACTICAL PARADIGM
The present study makes a little effort to implement Kaizen philosophy to Management
Institutes to improve their cost and quality simultaneously. For the current study ABC
Institute has been taken for example. At the first pace, the organization needs to apply the
Kaizen cycle framework as discussed earlier, though the implementation of steps may vary
from organization to organization. Let us suppose, the ABC Institute has followed the
below mentioned kaizen costing framework:
Steps for implementing Kaizen

1. Identifying the issue to be resolved
2. Setting up the objective
3. Fixing the targets
4. Finalizing the team of members
5. Sponsor of the Project

Critical
Activities

Investment Volume

Savings Time

Cost/BenefitMethods Gaps*
Gap
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6. Facilitator for managing the project
7. Finalizing the project schedule

The Core Issues of this example are:
1. Identifying Value Creators
2. Identifying supportive activities that are essential but are not adding any value
3. Identifying redundant activities that need to be and can be eliminated

To solve the core issues by implementing the Kaizen Costing philosophy the following
Charter can be framed for successful implementation.

Table 3: Kaizen Charter of ABC Institute

Kaizen Charter

Membership Team Members
Functional
representatives

1 H.O.D Management
1 H.O.D Computers
1 H.O.D Tourism
1 H.O.D Others
Any XYZ Students

Sponsor
ABC Institute

Team Leader
Head of the Institute

Facilitator Any two members of the respective departments

Let us further assume that the core issues for ABC Institute are as follows:

Table 4: Core Issues Representing Numerous Activities of ABC Institute
Value Creating activities (A) Supportive activities (B) Redundant activities (C)

Faculty Excursion
Whiling Time due to
mismanagement

Library Theoretical Assignments Motion Time
Computer Labs Library lecture Others
Summer Training One day Industrial Visits
Personality Development Program Canteen Facility
Conferences/ Seminars General Counseling Lectures
On the Job Training One day cultural activities
Live Projects Gymnasium facility
Research work Others
Faculty Development Program
Extra Curricular Activities
Guest Lecture
Transportation facility
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NCC/NSS camps
Others

The focus of ABC Institute should be more on increasing value creators and taking steps to
convert supportive activities to the value creators while doing away with the unnecessary
activities. Along with it the institute can also follow ABC analysis as well i.e. Always
Better Control. Value creators can be identified as “A” category and need to be controlled
as a little mistake in these activities can add to the cost to the institute. Supportive activities
can be termed as “B” category items and need frequent control while redundant can be
termed as “C” category items requiring rigorous efforts. The above charter and core issues
can further take the help of following Goal line work sheet by specifying the Metrics for
measuring the performance on various attributes by implementing the kaizen-costing
concept.

Table 5: Goal Line Work Sheet of ABC Institute

Process Name: Kaizen
Department

 Management
 Computers
 Tourism
 Others Results

Performance Parameters Kaizen
Actual Target 1st effort 2nd effort 3rd effort Change Change (%)

Quality
Cost
Profits
Investment
Others

Conclusion
In the end it can be said that still the concept of kaizen costing is in its niche stage. But
certain companies are implementing it in a plodding manner. Japanese word kaizen refers
to continual and gradual improvement through small betterment activities, rather than large
or radical improvement made through innovation or large investments in technology.
Kaizen costing is most consistent with the saying "slow and steady wins the race”. An
example of the Kaizen philosophy in action is the Toyota Production System (TPS), in
which suggestions for improvement are encouraged and rewarded, and the production line
is stopped when a break down occurs. To gain competitive advantage companies are
required to reduce cost in a continuous manner by realizing the potential of Kaizen costing.
Though the conventional methods of costing will continue to be followed by all the
organizations but need of the hour is to implement kaizen along with it. Indian business
scenario is continuously showing growth by implementation of new innovative
technologies and hence the future is bright as far as implementation of kaizen costing is
concerned. Here to conclude it can be said that the journey of improvement is never ending,
so the contribution of the researchers in this field is called upon to augment the business.
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